The topical subject
Protection and beautification
of wood in the garden

AURO garden furniture oil No. 115
Wood in the garden needs protection
If untreated or pressure-impregnated garden furniture is not protected with a paint
coating, the wood soon takes on a grey veil caused by the ultraviolet component
of sunlight. Rain and moisture then demolish the untreated wood. Wood damage
and cracks quickly dispel your pleasure with the expensive furniture and wooden
constructions.

Protection and beauty for your wood
Uncomplicated treatment with the garden furniture oil from AURO at the beginning
of the garden season provides protection in good time. The water-thinnable solvent-free oil penetrates deep into the wood, is breathing-active and does not flake
off. The surfaces become water-repelling and easy to maintain. Moisture fluctuations are compensated so that weather stability is improved.

The mineral pigmentation of the oil gives a fresh colour effect: Ochre brown on
bright wood types; precious wood types take-on a deep dark brown colour.

Application
Always stir the contents of the tin well before use. Apply the oil uniformly to the
wood using a paintbrush with plastic or mixed bristles (suitable paint brushes are
available from AURO). The wood must be clean, dry and grease-free. After about 15
minutes, remove excess oil which has not penetrated into the wood by wiping it
off the surface of the wood with a firm cloth. Allow to dry for 10-24 hours with good
ventilation. If necessary (e.g. first coating), a second application can be made.
This intensifies the colour of the wood and increases the durability.
Important: Spread out all soiled cleaning cloths to dry! Do not crumple them, because drying oils can ignite spontaneously. You can put the dry cloths into household waste.

And next year ?
Wood surfaces treated in this manner do not crack or flake off. Therefore follow-up
care in the next year is so easy: First clean with a mild cleaning agent (e.g. Paint
and stain cleaner (435) from AURO) and then, without sanding, apply another coat
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of AURO garden furniture oil.
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